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Romo’s signature style and compelling colour palette is 
epitomized in three new contemporary collections designed 

for use in hospitability environments, such as Hotels 
and Restaurants. This new range of high performance 

fabrics features wide width drapery, practical plains and 
bold geometrics presented in a versatile palette of soft 
neutrals, rich jewel-like tones and luxurious metallics.

Designed with the contract sector in mind these Trevira CS 
fabrics are also highly suitable for domestic interiors.

Showcasing at London Design Week, March 2018 at 
Design Centre Chelsea Harbour in the newly remodelled 
Romo Group showroom, the collections will be available 

globally through an extensive network of distributors. 

“We are excited to launch three new 
decorative collections of fire retardant 
weaves. Through using Trevira CS yarns 
we have been able to create three 
practical collections that offer our 
renowned style to both the hospitality 
sector and domestic interiors.” 
Emily Mould, Design Director 



This colourful collection of durable, fire retardant upholstery weaves and velvets is a visual 
statement of design and contemporary colour. Inspired by intricate fretwork, interlocking 
shapes are combined with colourful chevrons while cut and uncut velvets give striking 
geometrics an indulgent quality.

Decorative FR Weaves

H A B A N E R A

7841/02

Habanera  |  6 Colours

7837/05

Joropo  |  6 Colours

7840/02

Tikal  |  4 Colours

7839/02

Perez  |  5 Colours

7842/05

Oxana  |  7 Colours

7843/01

Onetti  |  6 Colours

M523/01

Botero  |  8 Colours

7838/03

Carioca  |  6 Colours

7827/13

Tino  |  11 Colours

Inherently FR  |  Washable  |  Contract upholstery, drapes & accessories  |  9 designs

AT TRIBUTES

7844/05



7832/03

Orsi  |  5 Colours

7835/04

Erte  |  4 Colours

7829/03

Dufrene  |  7 Colours

7830/04

Delaunay  |  5 Colours

7831/02

Kiki  |  5 Colours

7833/04

Carlu  |  4 Colours

7834/01

Astor  |  4 Colours

An opulent collection of decorative weaves; intricate patterns and eye catching geometrics are 
woven in luxurious qualities. Presented in a palette that ranges from soft to richer tones, considered 
intonations of lustrous metallic add to the luxuriant nature of the collection. Designed with style and 
practicality in mind, each fabric is woven from Trevira CS yarns and is fully washable.

Decorative FR Weaves

O R S I

Inherently FR  |  100% Trevira CS  |  Washable  |  Contract drapes & accessories  |  7 designs

AT TRIBUTES



7826/05

Alserio  |  5 Colours

7825/03

Onda  |  3 Colours

7820/04

Adige  |  5 Colours

7821/04

Velino  |  5 Colours

7822/03

Idro  |  4 Colours

7824/04

Marea  |  5 Colours

7819/05

Sesia  |  4 Colours

7818/05

Varese  |  6 Colours

Wide-Width FR Weaves

S E S I A

AT TRIBUTES

Inherently FR  |  100% Trevira CS  |  Wide-Width  |  Washable  |  Contract drapes & accessories  |  9 designs

A sophisticated collection of Trevira CS, wide-width drapery with alluring natural qualities, 
consisting of delicate sheers, intriguing textures, decorative effects and three dimensional 
detailing. Subtle metallic highlights add contemporary style and lustrous appeal to these 
lightweight weaves. With an irresistible, natural tactile quality and versatile colour palette of 
elegantly soft shades, this collection exudes a luxurious feel. 

7823/03

Iseo  |  3 Colours



ABOUT ROMO
The founding brand of The Romo Group, Romo 
is renowned for its assorted library of classic and 

contemporary designs and versatile plains, offering a 
diverse style and timeless elegance enriched  

with a sophisticated colour palette.
Romo is part of The Romo Group and the range is 

available worldwide through an extensive network of 
selected interior designers and retail outlets.

UK & International
James Eden - james.eden@romo.com

Iain Niven - iain.niven@romo.com
0207 352 7801

USA
Tamar Mashigian

tamar@cdecor.com
310-276-5001

France, Italy, Spain, Belgium, Portugal,  
Poland and Czech Republic

Beatrice Bonzi 
beatrice.bonzi@romo.com

+44 (0)1623 727000

Germany, Switzerland and Austria
Julia Schaefer 

julia.schaefer@romo.de 
+49 89 89666 160

Romo has been awarded the prestigious honour 
of the Queens Award for Enterprise 2017


